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E-mail addresses: txomin.romero@ehu.es (T. RomBayesian networks can be used as a model to make inferences in domains with intrinsic
uncertainty, that is, to determine the probability distribution of a set of variables given
the instantiation of another set. The inference is an NP-hard problem. There are several
algorithms to make exact and approximate inference. One of the most popular, and that
is also an exact method, is the evidence propagation algorithm of Lauritzen and Spiegelhal-
ter [S.L. Lauritzen, D.J. Spiegelhalter, Local computations with probabilities on graphical
structures and their application on expert systems, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society
B 50 (2) (1988) 157–224], improved later by Jensen et al. [F.V. Jensen, S.L. Lauritzen, K.G.
Olesen, Bayesian updating in causal probabilistic networks by local computations, In Com-
putational Statistics Quaterly 4 (1990) 269–282]. This algorithm needs an ordering of the
variables in order to make the triangulation of the moral graph associated with the original
Bayesian network structure. The effectiveness of the inference depends on the variable
ordering. In this paper, we will use a new paradigm for evolutionary computation, the esti-
mation of distribution algorithms (EDAs), to get the optimal ordering of the variables to
obtain the most efﬁcient triangulation. We will also present a new type of evolutionary
algorithm, the recursive EDAs (REDAs). We will prove that REDAs improve the behaviour
of EDAs in this particular problem, and that their results are competitive with other trian-
gulation techniques.
 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Let X = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xn) be an n-dimensional random variable, where xi is an instantiation of Xi. A PGM or Probabilistic Graph-
ical Model (S,hs) is a graphical structure S ¼ ðX;AÞ and a set of local parameters hs. X, a set of nodes, represents the system
variables andA, a set of arcs, the conditional dependence/independence relationships among the variables of the structure.
A Bayesian network (BN) is a PGM where the graphical structure is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), Xi are random discrete
variables (called nodes) and the set of parameters hs = (hijk), where k goes from 1 to ri, j from 1 to qi and i from 1 to n, rep-
resents the local probability distributions over X, i.e., hijk is the conditional probability of Xi being in its kth value given that
the set of its parents variables is in its jth-value. Finally, ri is the number of different values of ith variable and qi represents
the number of possible instantiations for the set of parents of ith variable.. All rights reserved.
national Physics Center, Donostia – San Sebastian, Paseo Manuel de Lardizabal 4, 20018 Guipuzcoa,
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the joint distribution that a BN represents allows an efﬁcient reasoning inside the model. Introductions and classic textbooks
about BN include [10,18] and [30]. As a model to make inferences, we will try to obtain their best triangulation, but we will
also use them in the estimation of distribution algorithms themselves.
The most direct way to make inference in a BN is to compute the marginalization over the not instantiated variables. The
number of terms involved in the marginalization grows exponentially with the number of variables. Lauritzen and Spigel-
halter show [26] that, instead of calculating each joint probability separately in order to add them in a posterior step, we
can group the common factors of all of them in order to make the calculation more efﬁcient. For example, for the Asia net-
work (Fig. 1), we have:PðA;X;DÞ ¼
X
T;E;L;B;S
PðA; T;X; E;D; L;B; SÞ
¼ PðAÞ
X
T
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ð1ÞWe can rewrite Eq. (1) asPðA;X;DÞ ¼
X
T;E;L;B;S
wðAÞwðT;AÞwðX; EÞwðE; T; LÞwðD; E; BÞwðL; SÞwðB; SÞwðSÞ ð2ÞHere, each factor is not a conditional probability, but a potential function. The potential functions are, at ﬁrst, the conditional
probabilities, and their parameters are the variables that are connected in the graph. An useful procedure to discover which
variables are related to each potential function is to moralize the graph, that is, to add an arc between the parent nodes of
each node (see Fig. 2). Nevertheless, when we sum over S in expression w(L,S)w(B,S)w(S) for all the values of S, we obtain a
new factor (a new auxiliary potential function) depending on L and B, and between these nodes there is no arc. This is a prob-
lem due to the prior deﬁnition of potential function. We can solve this problem with the triangulation of the graph (see [26]
for a more extensive explanation). A graph is triangulated if it has no cycles with a length greater than three without a cord.
In the Asia network, it is enough to add L  B arc in order to triangulate it (see Fig. 3), but in more complex networks it is not
so easy. A good triangulation could make it possible to obtain a solution to some problems related to graphs in polynomial
time instead of exponential time [3].Fig. 1. The Asia Bayesian network.
Fig. 2. The moralized Asia network.
Fig. 3. A triangulation of Asia network.
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ination. Basically, when a vertex is selected to be removed from the graph, we add all the arcs needed to make the subgraph
of their adjacent nodes complete. Then, we remove the vertex and all the arcs related to it. The graph that incorporates all the
new arcs to its set of original arcs is a triangulated graph. The sequence of removed vertices determines the efﬁciency of the
resulting triangulated graph, given by the size of its cliques.1 There are several criteria to evaluate the quality of a triangulation
[34]. One of the most known criterions is the minimum weight, used in the experiments as the evaluation function of the EDAs.
This method associates a weight, w(Ci), to each clique:1 A cwðCiÞ ¼
X
Xj2Ci
log2ðrjÞ ð3Þwhere rj is the number of possible states of node Xj that belongs to clique Ci. So, we can deﬁne a weight of the triangulated
graph:wðGtÞ ¼ log2
X
Ci2C
Y
Xj2Ci
rj ð4ÞSo, our aim is to minimize w(Gt).
Obtaining the best triangulation for a Bayesian network is an NP-hard problem [2,36]. In this work, we will use the uni-
variate marginal distribution algorithm (UMDA) [28] and the mutual information maximization for input clustering (MIMIC)
[12], both of them estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs), to ﬁnd the best possible triangulation. EDAs are a newmeta-
heuristic approach belonging to evolutionary computation that are founded in probability theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the estimation of distribution algorithms and de-
scribe the individual representation. In Section 3 we present the recursive estimation of distribution algorithm (REDA) par-
adigm. In Section 4 we present the results of the EDA and REDA experiments. In Section 5 we review the early work on the
search of the best triangulation, and Section 6 presents the concluding remarks.
2. Estimation of distribution algorithms
EDAs [23,25,27,29] are population-based stochastic heuristics that replace the classic crossover andmutation operators of
genetic algorithms by learning the probability distribution from a database and its later simulation. Initially, a random set of
individuals is generated. Each individual is evaluated using an objective function. The new population of individuals is sam-
pled from the probability distribution estimated using a subset of individuals selected from the previous generation. Indi-
viduals with better function values have a higher chance to be in the subset of individuals selected. The process is
iterated until some stop criterion is fulﬁlled. Thus we can capture all the relationships among the variables explicitly. EDAs
have been applied to several problems such as in the graph matching [6], the partial abductive inference in BNs [13] or BNs
structure learning [7,31,33].
2.1. General form of an EDA algorithm
We shall establish some deﬁnitions before showing the general pseudocode of an EDA:
 Z = (Z1, . . . ,Zm) represents the m-dimensional variable of m components and z = (z1, . . . ,zm) will denote an instantiation of
the m-dimensional variable (an individual).lique is a subset of nodes which is complete (i.e. there is an edge between every pair of nodes) and maximal.
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 Dsl will denote the population that makes up the set of N individuals selected from Dl.
 qlðZÞ ¼ qlðZjDsl1Þ will denote the joint generalised probability distribution of Z at the lth generation, given Dsl1. The sym-
bol q is used for both discrete and continuous variables.
The general form of the EDA algorithm proposed in this work for searching for the best triangulation can be seen in Fig. 4.
To estimate ql(Z) (the main problem) and then sample the new generation, EDAs construct and use a PGM from the pool
of selected individuals Dsl1. If the variables that the individuals are made of are discrete, the PGM selected is a BN, and if they
are continuous, the EDA constructs a gaussian network (GN) [35].
2.2. Individual representation
The EDAs, throughout their evolution, simulate different individuals of m components [(z1,z2, . . . ,zm), where zi is an inte-
ger or real number] that have to be univocally associated with a speciﬁc ordering of the n variables. With continuous EDAs,
the representation of the individuals represents no problem, because the components of the individual just need to be or-
dered and each component instantiation associated with its respective index to obtain a valid ordering. That is, in this case
m = n. The disadvantage consists of the high redundancy of this representation because different continuous individuals can
generate the same ordering. For instance, the continuous individual (0.5,1.6,0.2,0.1) will be associated with the ordering
(3  4  2  1), but so does the individual (0.3,2.0,0.2,0.0).
In the case of discrete domains, the direct individual representation could be a problem. If we have 4 variables and 4!
possible permutations or orderings, we cannot use an individual of 4 components whose variables can take 4 instantiations
at the most, because we could obtain, for example, the instantiation (2  3  4  4), which is not a valid ordering. But there is
a solution, ﬁrst used in [33] by Romero et al. that makes the individual-ordering association bijective. We can determine a
particular ordering from the n! possible permutations with the factor decomposition of n!. For example, if we have four vari-
ables, the possible 4! orderings can be generated in a systematic way, shown in Table 1. The decomposition of 4! is
4  3  2  1. If we represent the individual with three components Z1,Z2,Z3 with r1 = 4, r2 = 3 and r3 = 2, it is easy to obtain
a particular order of the systematic list from an individual. But this representation also has some disadvantages: there
are components with a very high number of possible states, and this makes the efﬁciency of the EDA worse. A partial solu-
tion, used in this paper, is the prime factor decomposition of n! (for four variables, the prime factor decomposition
2  2  3  2  1 determines an individual of four components). But if we have a high number of variables, the individual can
be very long, and some components can continue having a very high number of possible states. In networks of, for instance,
50 variables, we ﬁnd that 47 is a prime number: so we will have at least a component with 47 possible states.Fig. 4. Main scheme of the EDA approach.
Table 1
Possible orderings of 4 nodes
1 – 1234 7 – 2134 13 – 3124 19 – 4123
2 – 1243 8 – 2143 14 – 3142 20 – 4132
3 – 1324 9 – 2314 15 – 3214 21 – 4213
4 – 1342 10 – 2341 16 – 3241 22 – 4231
5 – 1423 11 – 2413 17 – 3412 23 – 4312
6 – 1432 12 – 2431 18 – 3421 24 – 4321
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In this work, we will use two examples of EDAs: univariate marginal distribution algorithm (UMDA) and the mutual infor-
mation maximization for input clustering (MIMIC). Both of them will be used in discrete and continuous domains, and take
into account only low-order dependencies. The UMDA algorithm, introduced by Mühlenbein [28], assumes marginal inde-
pendence between the variables (the components of the individuals), i.e., the model used to estimate pl(z) in the case of
the discrete domain is the simplest, using the marginal frequencies to get the probability distribution:plðziÞ ¼
PN
j¼1djðZi ¼ zijDsl1Þ
N
ð5Þ
wheredjðZi ¼ zijDsl1Þ ¼
1 if in the j th case of Dsl1; Zi ¼ zi;
0 opposite case:

ð6ÞIn the case of the continuous domain, the factorization of the joint density function is composed of normal univariate
distributions:f@ðx; l;RÞ ¼
Yn
i¼1
f@ðxi;li;r2i Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pri
p e12ð
xili
ri
Þ2 ð7Þand the estimation of the parameters is performed using their maximum likelihood estimates:bhli ¼ ðclli ;crliÞ ¼ 1N XN
r¼1
xlir ;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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 !2vuut0B@
1CAMIMIC or Mutual Information Maximization for Input Clustering, proposed by De Bonet et al. [12], takes dependencies into ac-
count, but only between pairs of variables. In the continuous domain, GNs (Gaussian Networks) are used. The main idea is to
search for the best permutation among the variables, in every generation, in order to obtain the closest probability distribu-
tion ppl ðzÞ to the empirical distribution of Dsl , using the Kullback–Leibler divergence:Hpl ðxÞ ¼ HlðXinÞ þ
Xn1
j¼1
HlðXij jXijþ1 Þ ð8Þwhere H(X) is the Shannon entropy of X variable and H(XjY) is the conditional entropy of X given Y. We try to search for the
permutation p* that minimizes Hpl ðxÞ. The test of all the n! permutations can be impossible. So, MIMIC searches for the best
permutation selecting as Xin variable the one that has the minor estimated entropy (the estimation is calculated using D
s
l )
and, in each step, selecting the variable whose conditional entropy related to the selected variable in the previous step is
the minor one. For an explanation of the continuous case, see [25].
2.4. Sampling the new generation
In both the discrete and continuous domain, we will use the probabilistic logic sampling (PLS) method of Henrion [17] to
sample the new generation. In this method, the instance of a variable is generated after all its parents have already been
sampled, using the distribution p(zijpi). The variables must be ordered in ancestral ordering before the simulation is per-
formed. In the case of GNs, normal density simulation is carried out [25].
3. Recursive estimation of distribution algorithms (REDAs)
The main idea of the REDAs is to divide, in some part of the execution of the EDA algorithm, the set of nodes of the net-
work (for which we want to obtain an optimal ordering) in two subsets. Then the new algorithm calls a REDA recursively for
each subset, trying to obtain in each call an optimal ordering for it. So, in the ﬁrst call, we will ﬁx one subset of nodes and
evolve recursively over the other, and in the second call we will do the opposite.
As we can see in [5], the most expensive steps of an EDA are the learning of the structure, the simulation of the new pop-
ulation and, sometimes, the evaluation of the individuals if our evaluation function is very complex. All these problems grow
with the number of components of the individual. If we focalize the execution of the EDA in a subset of nodes instead of the
whole one, we could obtain good general results in a shorter time, because the associated individual will be smaller too. So
we can increase the amount of generations without increasing the execution time.
In order to present the recursive algorithm of the REDAs, we have to deﬁne some concepts:
 fa will be a cache of orderings of m nodes. This cache is composed of the M best orderings found among the execution of
the REDA (whereM is the population size). The cache is ordered using the evaluation of the orderings. As we will see later,
we will use this cache in the evaluation of the individuals and in the initialization of the population.
Fig. 5. Construction of the ic using the ib for m = 16 in the recursive level 1, when m1 = 8.
Fig. 6. Pseudocode of the REDA. Take into account that REDAs are more efﬁcient than EDAs because both the number of individuals evaluated in BaseEda
and the size of the individuals (in the majority of the recursive calls) are smaller.
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 Gr  G is the subset of sizemr of G composed of the nodes that are not ﬁxed in the recursion level number r.2 The recursion
level is the number of consecutive recursive calls. That is, at ﬁrst, in the main code, the level is 0, and in the ﬁrst recursive call
the level will be 1, and so on.
 gmr is the number of components of the individual that represents an ordering of mr nodes. Notice that, whereas in the
continuous domain mr ¼ gmr , this is not true in the discrete domain.
 Dl is a population of individuals of size gmr 6 gm in the generation l, where r is the recursive level. We could use the Drl
notation to incorporate the level of the recursion not only to the population, but also to the other variables described here.
But it is not necessary to show this information in the description of the pseudocodes because the variables are local ones,
and we prefer to simplify the notation.
 cai is the ith ordering of m nodes that belongs to fa. The ca0 ordering will always be the best one found at each moment.
 cbi is an ordering ofmr nodes extracted from a cai , and is composed of the nodes of cai that are not ﬁxed in the recursive level
r, maintaining their relative ordering.
 ia is an ordering of m nodes. ca is an ia that belongs to the cache.
 iaind is the individual of gm components associated with the ordering ia.
 ib is an ordering of mr 6m nodes. cb is an ib extracted from a ca.
 ibind is the individual of gmr components associated with the ordering ib.
 i is an ordering.
 Nodej(i) is the jth node of the i ordering.
 ic is an ordering ofm nodes created using an ib ordering. We could construct it placing the ﬁxed nodes of the recursive step
r in their respective place and then placing the nodes that appear in the ib ordering in the resulting gaps, maintaining their
relative subordering.
 Evaluatea(ia) if a function that returns the metric of an ordering of size m.
 Evaluateb(ib, ic) is a procedure that constructs the ic ordering using the ib one, and returns Evaluatea(ic), and the ic ordering
itself.2 They are the nodes that will appear in the ib orderings and participate in the evolution of the recursive call of the EDA.
Fig. 7. Pseudocode to initialize the population (called from BaseEda).
Fig. 8. Pseudocode of the evaluation of an ib.
Table 2
Value of N for each REDA
M MIMICc UMDAc MIMICd UMDAd
100 90 24 24 50
500 120 370 370 120
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culating its metric. But, instead of placing the ﬁxed components of the recursive step r in the same order all the time, we can
use their relative ordering that appears in the best individual of the fa cache. We can see an example of this construction in
Fig. 5.
Figs. 6–8 show the pseudocode used. As we can see, the size of the subset of nodes that are not ﬁxed determines the gen-
eral case and the base case of the recursive algorithm. It must be taken into account that, after and before the recursive calls,
we use a standard EDA (BaseEda) to evolve over the whole subset of nodes.
If in each recursive call we use a random initialization of the population, then we will not be able to take advantage of the
previous good individuals (of the other recursive levels). But we can initialize the population by extracting the relative order-
ing of the non ﬁxed nodes in the actual recursive level from all the orderings of the now old fa cache (not exactly with the
relative ordering but with the individual associated with it.3) In order to not to determine the evolution of REDA with the ﬁrst
random population too much, we can maintain the ﬁve best individuals of the old fa in the new cache and ﬁll the rest of the
M  5 individuals with the best ic individuals proposed by the REDA in the actual recursive level.
4. The experiments
As we have seen in Section 1, we will use the known method of the vertex elimination in our experiments.
4.1. Networks used in the experiments
The networks used to compare EDAs and REDAs are named sparse and dense [21]. Sparse network is computer-generated
and has 50 variables and 100 arcs. Dense, also computer-generated, has 50 variables and a greater number of arcs: 359.3 Remember that, in the case of the discrete domain, the individual cannot be obtained directly from the ordering, that is, in this case the relative ordering
must be transformed into an individual before adding it to the population.
Table 3
Average results of 50 executions for sparse and EDAs
MIMICc UMDAc Best MIMICc Best UMDAc
M = 100 26.79 ± 2.35 26.80 ± 2.34 23.48 23.48
M = 500 27.55 ± 0.23 27.43 ± 0.33 26.65 26.26
MIMICd UMDAd Best MIMICd Best UMDAd
M = 100 27.61 ± 1.61 26.55 ± 0.90 24.20 24.38
M = 500 27.72 ± 0.63 23.35 ± 0.09 25.73 22.66
Table 4
Average results of 50 executions for dense and EDAs
MIMICc UMDAc Best MIMICc Best UMDAc
M = 100 58.31 ± 2.11 58.03 ± 2.08 55.04 54.01
M = 500 56.65 ± 2.53 56.50 ± 1.80 53.04 53.22
MIMICd UMDAd Best MIMICd Best UMDAd
M = 100 55.16 ± 2.80 56.10 ± 2.72 51.87 52.75
M = 500 54.27 ± 2.79 53.78 ± 1.86 51.85 51.81
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graphs. This simpliﬁes the process of the triangulation, because it is not necessary to moralize the network.
In addition, we have used two more complex networks named Medianus I and Medianus II [21] in order to compare the
results of REDAs with other triangulation techniques in the case of real world networks. Medianus I is a Bayesian network
describing relations between disorders, pathophysiological features and measurements for the human median nerve, and
originates from the development of the MUNIN4 system [1]. It has 43 nodes and 66 arcs. Medianus II is a modiﬁed version
of Medianus I with 56 nodes and 161 arcs. In both networks, node values are between 3 and 21.
4.2. Choices about the parameters of EDAs and REDAs
 We always use a population size ofM = 100 andM = 500 individuals for sparse and dense networks. We have executed the
experiments for each EDA 50 times (continuous UMDA orUMDAc, discrete UMDA or UMDAd, continuous MIMIC or MIMICc
and discrete MIMIC or MIMICd).
 In EDAs we print a sample (the best individual) every M different individuals evaluated. In REDAs, every 6 M different
evaluations, because we can take advantage of the greater speed of the algorithm when the size of the subindividual is
small.
 The EDA stops when we have printed 100 samples: there is not a convergence criterion because it does not guarantee the
termination of the algorithm. The REDA, taking advantage of its execution speed, is executed ﬁve consecutive times over
the successive caches. In each execution we print 50 samples. So, we stop when we have printed a total of 250 samples.
Take into account that the printing of the 50 samples are divided between all recursive calls, making the execution of Base-
Eda faster, because the number of iterations is very small and, in addition, the size of the individual is smaller in the major-
ity of the recursive calls.
 In EDAs, we select the ﬁrst N =M/10 best individuals from the actual population to generate the Bayesian network of EDA
and then simulate the next generation. After a previous set of experiments, we selected the values that appear in Table 2
for REDAs.
 In EDAs, we only keep the ﬁve best individuals from one generation to the next, samplingM  5 individuals at each step or
generation. In REDAs, we sample the M individuals.
4.3. Results with EDAs for sparse and dense networks
In Table 3 we can see the average results of 50 executions for EDAs, in continuous (UMDAc, MIMICc) and discrete (UMDAd,
MIMICd) domains, for sparse network. In Table 4 we have the same information for dense network.
The results for the triangulation using the standard EDAs are, in general, not good. Except in the case of UMDAd, the best
average result for sparse is 26.55, when the worst for the simulated annealing in [22] is 23.89. In [24], using genetic algo-
rithms, the authors obtain average results <23.05 in 334 of 1296 parameter combinations used in the experiments. In the4 Knowledge based system for diagnosing diseases and malfuntions in the human neuromuscular system.
Fig. 9. Comparison for the sparse network, EDAs and M = 500.
Fig. 10. Comparison for the dense network, EDAs and M = 500.
480 T. Romero, P. Larrañaga / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 50 (2009) 472–484case of dense network, 55.16 is the best average result (without taking into account the case of UMDAd), that is far from the
worst result for the simulated annealing in [22] (54.25) or the 428 possible parameter combinations with an average weight
lower than 52.88 for the genetic algorithms in [24]. However, the results of UMDAd are competitive with simulated anneal-
ing and genetic algorithms.
We can see a comparison between the different EDAs in Figs. 9 and 10 for M = 500 using a box-and-whisker plot. With
sparse network andM = 500, UMDAd outperforms all the other discrete algorithms with a p-value near zero in the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test. There are no statistical signiﬁcant differences between the rest of the algorithms, except in the case of MIMICd
and UMDAc (p-value of 0.04). With dense, the result of comparisons is the same: UMDAd outperforms the rest of the algo-
rithms with p-values <109, and MIMICd outperforms MIMICc and UMDAc with a p-value near zero.
4.4. Results with REDAs for sparse and dense networks
The behaviour of REDAs is more competitive than those of EDAs. In Tables 5 and 6 we can see the average results of 50
executions for REDAs, in continuous and discrete domains respectively, for sparse and dense networks.
We can see a comparison between the different REDAs in Figs. 11 and 12 forM = 500 using a box-and-whisker plot. REDAs
undoubtedly outperforms EDAs. In the case of UMDAd, REDA outperforms the EDA’s one with a p-value of 0.0003 in the caseTable 5
Average results of 50 executions for sparse and REDAs
MIMICc UMDAc Best MIMICc Best UMDAc
M = 100 23.28 ± 0.43 23.42 ± 0.35 22.67 22.63
M = 500 23.01 ± 0.09 23.20 ± 0.24 22.66 22.66
MIMICd UMDAd Best MIMICd Best UMDAd
M = 100 23.28 ± 0.17 23.23 ± 0.20 22.63 22.66
M = 500 23.30 ± 0.25 23.15 ± 0.22 22.61 22.64
Table 6
Average results of 50 executions for dense and REDAs
MIMICc UMDAc Best MIMICc Best UMDAc
M = 100 53.09 ± 1.13 53.04 ± 1.05 51.15 51.15
M = 500 52.73 ± 1.58 52.70 ± 1.44 50.88 50.88
MIMICd UMDAd Best MIMICd Best UMDAd
M = 100 53.04 ± 0.85 52.88 ± 1.19 50.88 50.99
M = 500 52.75 ± 0.73 52.62 ± 1.31 50.89 50.88
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kind of the algorithm (UMDA or MIMIC) or characteristics of the domain (continuous or discrete), REDAs seem to be more
stable in their results. For sparse network and M = 500, there are only statistically signiﬁcant differences between MIMICc
and MIMICd (p-value = 0.00077) and MIMICc and UMDAd (p-value = 0.033). But in the case of dense network, there are no
signiﬁcant differences between any of the algorithms. If we compare the differences between population sizes (M = 100
and M = 500), the behaviour is similar: there are signiﬁcant statistical differences only in the case of MIMICc (p-value
0.01). In other experiments, not presented in this paper, we have stated that standard EDAs are very sensible to the size
of the set of selected individuals used to generate the Bayesian network, but we have not detected the same tendency in
REDAs. In Fig. 13 we can see a comparison for a population of 100 individuals, sparse network and UMDAc algorithm be-
tween REDAs and EDAs of the average results of 10 executions, with several different sizes of the set. The results shows more
stability in the case of REDAs.Fig. 11. Comparison for the sparse network, REDAs and M = 500.
Fig. 12. Comparison for the dense network, REDAs and M = 500.
Fig. 13. Comparison for the sparse network andM = 100 of the average results of 10 executions of UMDAc for REDAs and EDAs with different sizes of the set
of selected individuals. n REDAmeans n consecutive executions of the REDA over the successive caches. In the experiments of this paper, we have used n = 5.
Table 7
Average results of 50 executions for Medianus I, Medianus II and REDAs
UMDAc UMDAd Best UMDAc Best UMDAd
Medianus I and M = 100 23.36 ± 0.23 23.35 ± 0.21 22.63 22.63
Medianus I and M = 500 23.30 ± 0.19 23.22 ± 0.10 22.63 22.63
Medianus II and M = 100 21.78 ± 0.66 21.32 ± 0.63 20.54 20.46
Medianus II and M = 500 21.41 ± 0.45 21.16 ± 0.40 20.45 20.45
Table 8
Results of several triangulation techniques for Medianus I
Average Best
Random elimination 41.66 27.75
Lexicographic search 30.29 23.44
Maximum cardinality 29.00 23.63
Minimum size heuristic 23.27 22.71
Minimum weight heuristic 22.99 22.94
Minimum ﬁll heuristic 23.14 22.71
Annealing (best control scheme) 22.71 22.63
Table 9
Results of several triangulation techniques for Medianus II
Average Best
Random elimination 46.35 29.28
Lexicographic search 30.59 22.28
Maximum cardinality 29.17 22.38
Minimum size heuristic 22.19 20.50
Minimum weight heuristic 20.65 20.65
Minimum ﬁll heuristic 21.78 20.57
Annealing (best control scheme) 20.54 20.49
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We have used the discrete and continuous version of the UMDA algorithm (in the BaseEda call) to compare the results of
the associated REDA with other triangulation techniques. We have applied the REDAs to the Medianus I and II networks. As
we can state in the Tables 7–9, the REDAs are competitive with other triangulation techniques, not only in the case of the
average evaluation, but also in the case of the best one.
5. Previous work in triangulation
The method related to minimize w(Gt) is not the only one proposed in the early work to best triangulate a Bayesian net-
work. Robertson and Seymour [32] and Becker and Geiger [4] do not try to minimize the weight of the triangulated graph,
but want to obtain the one that has a clique number less than k + 1, given a k, being that all the nodes of the graph are binary
(the treewidth criterion). The clique number is the size of the bigger clique of the graph. Their algorithms assure an approx-
imate solution to the best one by a constant.
Won et al. [37] have discovered a bijective relationship between a hypergraph and a relational database scheme. There is
also a biunivocal relation between the set of triangulated graphs and the set of acyclic hypergraphs. So, the authors are able
to use well known properties and methods associated with the database schemes in order to obtain the associated triangu-
lated graph.
Bodlaender et al. [8] try to preprocess the original graph, making it smaller but without losing the possibility of extrap-
olating the results for the preprocessed graph to the original one. The reduction is managed by rules such as; if V is a sim-
plicial vertex with a degree d 6 0, then we can remove V and update the found maximum degree, where a vertex is simplicial
if its neighbours conform a clique (and its degree is the size of this clique). The algorithm applies these rules until it can not
go any further. But this algorithm does not take the different values of each vertex into account.
Darwiche and Hopkins [11] work on the balance of a d-tree, because it is easy to obtain a junction tree from a d-tree or an
ordering for the removal of the nodes. A d-tree for a graph G is a complete binary tree where the leaves are the families of the
graph and the nodes that are not leaves serve to divide the families of G into two branches.
In other strategies related to the direct vertex removing, Kjaerulff proposes three heuristics in [21]:
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 H2 – Removes the variable that minimizes the number of added arcs.
 H3 – Removes the variable that minimizes the whole weight of the triangulated graph.
None of the three algorithms can assure the three minimizations at the same time. H1 is the fastest one, but it can return a
bad ordering if the graph is already triangulated [34]. Cano et al. [9] use modiﬁcations of H1 also taking into account the
number of values of the variable to remove, or the increment of the greatest clique size. Gamez et al. [16] propose an ant
colony optimization algorithm (ACO), a multi-agent bio-inspired algorithm. This method achieves good and faster solutions
than other combinatorial optimization methods.
Kjaerulff tries in [21] to eliminate the unnecessary arcs added by a previous triangulation done by means of a heuristic,
and uses an ordering of the arcs. In [22] the same author proposes a search for an ordering of the nodes using simulated
annealing [20], and obtains good results but sacriﬁces execution speed. Wen also uses the simulated annealing in [36],
but with two different methods of perturbation and more restrictive state transitions. Here, we also found a sacriﬁce of
the speed for the optimization of the resulting ordering.
Larrañaga et al. [24] use the genetic algorithms to search in the space of orderings. They use a complete set of crossover
and mutation operators. Normally, the winning combination contains the most expensive operators (in the sense of the exe-
cution speed).
Flores and Gámez [14] triangulate the network not over the complete graph but over subsets of it (Maximal Prime Sub-
graphs or MPS), working over a smaller space, as REDAs do. This technique is useful only if the network can be decomposed
into more than one MPS. The same authors show in [15] a review related to BNs triangulation.
6. Concluding remarks
The EDA parametrization is easier than other evolutionary methods, such as Genetic Algorithms, but continues to be a
difﬁcult task that determines the results of a standard EDA. It is difﬁcult to select a priori a speciﬁc EDA algorithm (UMDA
or MIMIC in our case) for a speciﬁc problem (the triangulation of Bayesian networks in this paper). We can say the same
thing about the type of domain of EDA individuals (continuous or discrete). But with REDAs we can obtain good results, im-
prove the speed (because in the majority of the recursive calls, the size of the individual is smaller than in standard EDA) and
make the execution of the EDA relative independent of the parametrization, the speciﬁc EDA algorithm and the type of the
domain of the components.
Regarding future work, we plan to study the stability of REDAs with other problems, like the learning of a Bayesian struc-
ture from a database of cases or the partial abductive inference, and make them parallel in order to increase the speed of
their execution.
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